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security builder gse-j is a standards-based cryptographic toolkit written in java. it supports optimized
elliptic curve cryptography and provides application developers with sophisticated tools to flexibly

integrate encryption, digital signatures and other security mechanisms into java-based applications.
security builder gse is intended for use by developers who want government level security and can
also be used in conjunction with other certicom developer toolkits including security builder pki and

security builder ssl. the pitney bowes compliant meter postal security device (psd) has been
designed in compliance with the united states postal service (usps), information-based indicia

program (ibip). it employs strong encryption, decryption, and digital signature techniques for the
protection of customer funds in pitney bowes ibip metering products. the avaya g250 media gateway

and g250-bri media gateway are complete branch office business communications systems that
integrate an ip telephony gateway, an advanced ip wan router, and a poe lan switch into a compact
(2u) chassis. ideally suited for enterprise with distributed branch office locations of 2-10 extensions,

the g250 and g250-bri gateways replace the complexity and cost of managing disparate key and
voice systems with a survivable networked solution that is easy to deploy and can be administered
from a central location. the crypto-c me module is rsa security, inc.'s cryptographic library designed

for securing mobile devices like wireless phones and personal digital assistants. it contains assembly-
level optimizations on key wireless processors while offering great flexibility and choice by allowing
developers to select only the algorithms needed in reduced code sizes. its functionality includes a
wide range of data encryption and signing algorithms, including tdes, the high performing rc5, the

rsa public key cryptosystem, the dsa government signature algorithm, md5 and sha1 message
digest routines, and more.
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network configuration utility (ncu) v1.1 is a gui-based tool for network administrators and it
engineers to manage wireless lan infrastructure components easily. the ncu v1.1 can be installed on

windows operating systems and works on cisco packet tracer network simulators, so that network
engineers can develop and deploy configuration files to your wireless lan network. sophos

unshielded offers an alternative to traditional security appliances to protect business and public
data. unshielded security solutions offer an accurate diagnosis with no false alerts by monitoring and
testing your access attempts and deployment of intrusion detection and intrusion response policies.

sophos unshielded combine powerful anti-spam protection with advanced firewall capabilities for
monitoring and control of outbound e-mails. the sophos unshielded security appliance offers an

alternative to traditional security appliances. unshielded security solutions offer an accurate
diagnosis with no false alerts by monitoring and testing your access attempts and deployment of

intrusion detection and intrusion response policies. sophos unshielded combine powerful anti-spam
protection with advanced firewall capabilities for monitoring and control of outbound e-mails. the

sophos unshielded security appliance is a cost-effective, fully-functioning unified threat management
(utm) security solution. by integrating real-time threat data and security intelligence with powerful

management tools, sophos unshielded delivers protection against spam, virus and malware.
unshielded provides the features you need to help protect your business against today's most
sophisticated threats in one easy-to-deploy appliance. sophos unshielded delivers: support for
unified threat management, interception, e-mail filtering, web monitoring and content filtering,

intrusion prevention, ips, ids and anti-virus. 5ec8ef588b
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